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Special focus Fighting ISIS

Saudi comedian mocks ISIS in popular TV show
Dubai

A 

new TV satire programme 
has become a hit in the 
Arab world by mocking 
some of the region’s most 
serious issues, from the 

intractable Sunni-Shia divide and 
religious extremism to the brutality 
of the Islamic State (ISIS).

The show, Selfie, has also drawn 
a backlash. ISIS sympathisers have 
made death threats against its Saudi 
star and top writer. One mainstream 
Saudi cleric denounced the show for 
heresy for mocking the country’s 
ultraconservative religious estab-
lishment. That has made it the buzz 
of the Muslim holy month of Rama-
dan, which is peak television view-
ing season in the Middle East.

Nasser al-Qasabi, the series’ star, 
and its writer, Khalaf al-Harbi, told 
the Associated Press (AP) in their 
first interview with foreign media 
that they expected the backlash but 
were not prepared for the populari-
ty. It is one of the top shows on MBC, 
the privately owned Saudi network 
that airs it, and has been the talk of 
Gulf media.

Al-Qasabi says the series’ dark 
humour reveals just how tragic the 
situation across the Middle East has 
become.

“What’s coming is darker,” he 
said. “Maybe I am a bit pessimistic, 
and I hope that I am wrong, but I 
don’t think I am.”

In one of the show’s episodes, al-
Qasabi plays a would-be caliph start-
ing his own ISIS-style militia but 
he is surrounded by buffoons and 
hypocrites. His mufti, or top cleric, 
never finished school. He strug-

gles to find ways to differentiate his 
group — his group’s flag is the same 
as ISIS’s notorious banner but with 
the black and white colours flipped. 
When one of his cronies boasts of 
plans for a mass beheading, the ca-
liph complains that he wants a new 
form of execution.

“Behead, behead, behead. That’s 
all you got?” he groans, before sug-
gesting the captives be put in a 
freezer. It is particularly bitter hu-
mour given the increasingly grisly 
ways ISIS has killed captives.

In the show’s most popular skit, 
al-Qasabi plays a Saudi father whose 
son has run off to join ISIS. He smug-
gles himself into Syria, pretends to 
be a jihadi joining ISIS and tries to 
convince his son to return home. It 
is a more serious episode, showing 
his horror at ISIS’s “perversions” of 
Islam and at the group’s atrocities — 
and his torment as he tries to avoid 
committing atrocities himself in his 
disguise.

It has comic moments as well as 
he fumbles his way through militant 
training and is chased around the 
bed by a militant bride who is forced 
on him by the group and who has 
dedicated her life to pleasing jihadis 
as a means of going to heaven.

Other, lower-budget Iraqi and Syr-
ian TV shows have mocked ISIS and 
other militants but Selfie stands out 
with its high production values — 
and the fact that it is a show with 
Saudi actors on a Saudi network at 
times mocking attitudes to religion 
in the kingdom, where there is little 
tolerance for discussing the many 
taboos.

In one episode, two Saudi men 
meet at an airport in Europe and 
bond over their love of women, alco-
hol and hard partying. But, though 
neither is religious, their budding 
friendship takes a nosedive when 
they discover that one is Sunni and 
the other Shia. They argue until air-
port security detains them. When 
police discover they are fighting 

over a split that happened 1,400 
years ago, they send the two to a 
mental hospital.

Another skit lampooned Saudi 
Arabia’s powerful ultraconserva-
tive religious establishment and its 
stance against music. That was the 
show that prompted cleric Saeed bin 
Mohammed bin Farwa to accuse al-
Qasabi and MBC of heresy.

Columnist Hamad al-Majid criti-

cised the show in the Saudi-owned 
Asharq al-Awsat newspaper, saying 
that in its attempt to ridicule ex-
tremism the series also disrespected 
Islamic traditions and made gener-
alisations, especially about Saudi 
Arabia. Al-Qasabi said he views his 
acting career as his own form of ji-
had, which in Islam literally means 
any struggle in the path to God.

“Offering something positive that 
raises awareness of issues, I see this 
as jihad,” he said. “Jihad is that you 
raise your children well. Jihad is 
that you work and are on a path to 
doing things well. Jihad is that you 
are good at your work… Life is one 
great jihad.”

Al-Qasabi and al-Harbi are no 
strangers to controversy. They both 
worked on Tash ma Tash (No Big 

Deal), a long-running comedy that 
ruffled feathers for its handling of 
sensitive issues in Saudi society.

Al-Harbi said he wanted to kick it 
up a notch with Selfie. He explained 
the title, saying the show is trying to 
give a snapshot of Arab society.

Selfie’s biggest success, said al-
Harbi, is in exposing how extremist 
groups manipulate religion. He said 
the show delivered that message 
to the Arab public more effectively 
than lectures or government-con-
trolled newspapers.

“I felt this is a weapon that will 
reach the audience,” he said. “If 
it was just something comical, we 
would have focused on easy societal 
issues that aren’t dangerous and are 
guaranteed safe.”
(The Associated Press)

Saudi comedian Nasser al-Qasabi, centre, in a scene from his recent TV show titled Selfie.
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Death spectacles from the Romans to ISIS

I
mages are an important 
means of conveying mes-
sages. In antiquity, sculp-
tures and bas-reliefs often 
served as ideological 
iconography loaded with 

messages, especially when they 
were related to those who were in 
power.

Fast-forward to 2015 and the 
recent spectacle staged (and re-
corded) by the Islamic State (ISIS): 
The execution of 25 Syrian soldiers 
by teenage boys in the ancient Ro-
man theatre of Palmyra, performed 
in front of male spectators.

In Roman civilisation, the thea-
tre was the symbol of high culture 
and refinement. Any city that 
aimed to be recognised as Roman 
and belong to the civilised sphere 
had to boast at least one theatre. 
Political elites competed, in the pa-
tronage fever that animated their 
careers, to sponsor the construc-
tion of theatres and to pay for the 
actors.

The theatre was meant to host 
comic shows and, thus, bring 
entertainment, pleasure and hap-
piness to the general public. It also 
offered more serious tragedies, 
which could only be followed by 
the social and educated elites. 
However, the deaths and suicides 
acted out on stage were never real. 
They were lyrical, designed to 

evoke models of heroism, sacrifice 
for family and country, abnegation 
and altruism.

Theatres reflected the skills of 
Roman architects, who built solid 
edifices capable of hosting thou-
sands of spectators while provid-
ing efficient acoustics. Thousands 
of theatres were built across the 
Roman Empire and had an impor-
tant role in projecting high culture, 
which the Greeks called paideia, 
and the Romans humanitas.

It is hard to imagine how the 
builders of the magnificent theatre 
at Palmyra would react to the ISIS 
video.

One cannot idealise the Romans. 
We know more than enough how 
cruel and ruthless they were in 
pursuit of imperial greatness. They 
destroyed all that was in their way. 
But they replaced it by a structured 
and cultured civilisation.

The amphitheatre, which is a 
Roman architectural invention, 
epitomises both the greatness and 
the vileness of Roman civilisation. 
The building reflects the greatest 
of Roman technical achievements. 
But in contrast to theatres, what 
happened inside amphitheatres 
was cruelty: Fights to the death by 
gladiators (mostly slaves), public 
executions of Christians and other 
atrocities.

The Romans were able to 
conceive and build structures ac-
cording to the need and the use — 
theatres for comedies and dramas; 
amphitheatres for bloody combat 
and death penalties.

In the case of ISIS, the show 
organisers are incapable of 
building anything. Rather, they 
merely used an edifice erected 
by a former advanced civilisation 
and perverted its use for macabre 

purposes, instead of for happiness 
and culture. This is consistent with 
ISIS’s ideology and techniques, 
which damns Western culture and 
all things civilised, while using and 
abusing the inventions of the West, 
such as social media.

ISIS organisers of the macabre 
spectacle at Palmyra were similar 
to the Romans in two respects: in 
their use of the theatre for tragedy 
(although in their case, for real 
tragedy) and in their anti-feminism, 
for the public includes only males.

In the ISIS video, we see an audi-
ence which is calm and disciplined, 
much like the attendees of real 
theatres. I surmise that this audi-
ence was dragged by force to attend 
the executions and are frozen on 
their seats in terror under the men-
acing eyes of machine gun-toting 
jihadists.

The bloody Roman amphitheatre 
shows were meant as an example, 
to establish order and to protect the 
empire from internal and exter-
nal dangers, because the victims 
were domestic outlaws or foreign 
enemies. With the ISIS spectacle, it 
is the opposite: Barbarians butch-
ering regular soldiers who served 
their own country, which protected 
this theatre and used it for joyful 
festivals.

History has witnessed cultural 
destruction before, often during 
times of war, and ISIS’s pillaging 
of Palmyra will certainly not be 
the last example. But ISIS went 
further. By staging their inhuman 
spectacle in an ancient edifice of 
architectural and cultural grandeur, 
they are committing a perversion 
against civilisation and an assault 
on humanity.

Nejib Ben Lazreg is a Tunisian 
archaeologist.
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